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This report has been prepared by an ad hoc advisory panel 
of the Board on Science and Technology for International 
Developnent, Ccmnission on International Relations, Na
tional Research Council, as an assessment of a project 
supported by United States and Brezilian donors listed on 
page 5. Fun:ls for the assessment were provided by the 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation; Atlantic Richfield Foundation; 
_Office of. Science and Technology, Bui>eau for Developnent 
Support, Agency for International Developnent; and the 

,. Brezilian National Research Col.n::!il (CNPq). 

The project that is the subject of this repor•t was , 
approved by the Governing Board of the National Research 
Coun:::il, wmse members are drawn fi'CJ!l the Council of the 
National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of 
Engineering, and the Institute of Medicine. The members 
of the Camrl. ttee responsible for the report were cmsen 
for their special canpetences and with regan! for appro
priate bal.arx::e. 

This I'eport has been reviewed by a group other than 
the autl'm's according to procedures approved by a Report 
Review Cannittee consisting of members of the National 
Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, 
and the Institute of Medicine. 
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PREFACE 

Over a span of seven years, two scientific organi
zations - one in Brazil and one in the United States -
joined forces to conduct an exper:iment in postgraduate 
research and teaching in chemistry. The exper:iment in
volved substantial costs, scores of scientists and 
students, and a unique mechanisn for international colla
boration in science education. 

The results of the exper:iment need to be assessed 
and the lessons learned need to be noted. Besides their 
own needs for analysis of the prog:rem, the institutions 
that INiei'e involved frequently receive inquiries fran 
other countries about the usefulness of the JOOdel on which 
the exper:iment was based, and its possible applicability 
elsewhere. 

In December 1978, therefore, a small assessnent team 
fran the United States visited Brazil to discuss the ex
periment with colleagues there, two years after the 
official close of the program. The members of the U. S. 
team I'Niere: Dr. kron Kuppermann, California Institute of 
Technology; Dr. Henry Taube, Stanford University; Dr. 
Ernest Wenkert, Rice University; and Dr. Victor Rabiro
witch and Mr-. Jolm Hurley, National Academy of Sciences. 
This report is the result of that visit, plus :interviews 
and correspondence with many other participants :in the 
program. 

Farlier detailed reports on the Brazil Chemistry Pro
gram are available, especially the final repmwt of the 
two-country supervisory panel. That report provides full 
details on the various projects :in the program and on the 
Brazilian and U.S. participants. The followjng pages, 
however, will not only describe and highlight the pro
gram for tb:>se unfamiliar with it, but will also attempt 
to view it in a perspective that becanes possible only 
with the passage of time. 

iii 
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Special acknowledgement s:OOuld be made of the help 
and coopemtion of tre CNPq and the Brazilian participants 
in the program, in making the assessment possible. The 
conclusions expressed in this report, lx>wever, are t:OOse 
of the U. S. assessment team. 

iv 
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INI'ROOOCTION 

In the late 1960s, the National Research Council of 
Brazil (CNPq) and the u.s. National Acad� of Sciences 
(NAS) , began a dialogue on the possible contrib.ltion of 
science and teclmology to the econanic and social de
velopnent of Brazil. At a 1968 joint 'NOI'kshop on this 
topic, it was established that the chenical- based in
dustries were of high priority in Brazilian industrial 
developnent plans. Research and training capability 
in these fields needed to be greatly strengthened, 
l'orever. 

These conclusions led to the fo:rnation of a study 
group of Brazilian and U.S. scientists to explore the 
feasibility of specific programs to help fill certain 
specific needs in chemistry in Brazil. The study group 
decided that a research and training program involving 
both U. S. and Brazilian scientists would be the best 
approach. 

A collaborative appzaLCh was chosen for several 
reasons . 

First, for certain fields of chemistry, Brazil simply 
lacked trained personnel altogether, or had too few to 
begin effective training programs for Brazilian students. 

Second, experience has been disappointing in a m.unber 
of developing coontries with extensive programs for over
seas graduate training of scientists. Often, students 
are unable to find a satisfactory research atroosphere and 
'NOI'king environment in their b::me country and simply 
renain abroad. Aloong tb:>se wb:> do return, many find con
ditions at home inadequate for a significant use of their 
advarx:ed training and feel powerless to change the situa
tion by themselves. 

Third ,  some developing countries have attempted to 
i.q>lant new programs and skills by :inviting visiting 
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foreign scientists to work in their universities and re
search institutions. �st active scientists, bJwever, 
find it difficult and undesirable to be away fran their 
own country and professional activities for extended 
lengths of time; consequently, this approach tends to 
eliminate participation by the m:>st qualified persons . 

The Bre.zil-U. S. collaborative approach, originally 
proposed by American chenist Carl Djeressi, was designed 
to overcane the kin:is of difficulties just described. 
It was built on the basic premise that a successful pro
gram rust aim at the implantation of areas of chemical 
graduate education and research at sufficiently high 
levels to produce scientists whose professional quali
fications could match those in advanced countries. 

The major program objectives outlined by the joint 
study group were: (a) the developnent of a Brazilian 
research capability in certain key fields of chenistry; 
and (b) the stimulation of long- term cooperative re

search collal::x>ration in chenistry between Brazilian and 
American scientists. A mechanism to achieve these ob
jectives would be to encourage young U. S. scientists to 
becane involved in scientific work in Brazil, and to 
receive adequate acadenic recognition in the United 
States for such involvenent. 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 

The Brazil Chemistry Program was begun in October 
1969 and ended -- as a joint program -- in December 1976. 
The final report of the joint CNPq- NAS panel described 
the program mechanism as follows: 

"Senior Brazilian chenists cb:>se U.S. colleagues with 
whan they wished to establish a productive cooperative 
research program based on canpatibili ty of interests and 
availability of graduate students, instrumentation, and 
laboratory space. Since it was jmpossi.ble to attract 
top-level U.S. senior chemists (wh::> have continuing re
search programs with large groups of jWlior colleagues 
ani students at their heme institutions) to rove to Brazil 
for long periods, young American Ph.D. chenists (usually 
fran the laboratory of the senior U.S. professor) , were 
selected by the U.S. and Brazilian scientists for assign
ment to Brazilian Wliversi ties for two to three years. 
Their positions in Brazil were equivalent to those of 
assistant professors in the United States; they corxiucted 
specific research projects with Brazilian graduate students 
ani taught courses in their research area . The senior U.S. 
professors participated in each project through seni
annual visits to Brazil and through continuing ccmnuni.
cation with their Brazilian counterparts and wi. th tha 
young Americans for whom they were also responsible. 

Another aspect of the program was the enq>hasis placed 
on training Brazilian doctoral candidates in Brazil, rather 
than abroad. The reason for this was twofold: 1) in order 
to train first- class Ph.D. s, the Brazilian institutions 
needed to JIDdernize their laboratories and equiprent; and 
2) these upgraded facilities �uld be corxiucive to keeping 
trained Brazilians in Brazil by offering then good re
search facilities. 

The program was truly cooperative. The collaboration 
included both professors arxi institutions. The CNPq com
mitted itself to provide fellowships to Brazilian stu
dents, purchase necessary equipnent and supplies, JIDdernize 
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l.aboratory facilities, hire a full-time program coordina
tor, and find a continuous procedure to expedite :importa
tion of small am::nmts of chemicals not available in 
Brazil. The NAS accepted the responsibility of finding 
fi.nan::ial resources to cover the travel of U.S. pn:>fessors 
to Brazil for short visits; stiperx:ls and travel for the 
Fellows <American), including a three- to four-week ori
entation trip approximately six mnths prior to reloca
tion in BMzil, and scientific meetings in the United 
States; Portuguese language training in the United 
States; publication charges for papers written by the 
NAS Fellows; and salary for a full-time COOI'dinator 
and secretarial assistance. " 

The financial and material support for the program 
came fran an interesting variety of governnental and 
private sp:>nsors. On the BMzilian side, substantial 
contributions were made by agencies such as the CNPq, 
Ministry of Education and its Carmittee for Improvement 
of University Persormel (CAPES), Federal University of 
Rio de Janeiro, BMzilian National Developnent Bank (BND), 
F\mi for Special Studies and Projects (FINEP), and Sao 
Paulo Foundation for the Support of Science (FAPESP). 
Pn:m the United States side, contrihltions were made by 
the National Science FO\.liXJation, the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation, the Atlantic-Richfield Foundaticm, the 
Amerson Foundation, E. I. duPont de Neoours & Canpany, 
Inc. , and the Atlantic Petroleum canpany of BMzil. The 
u.s. Agency for International Developnent in BMzil played 
a key role in supporting the operating expenses of the 
program through a contractual agreement with the NAS and 
CNPq. 

Because of the need to base the program in BMzilian 
institutions with well-established undergraduate chemistry 
progi\:IJJIS, and a nucleus of faculty and facilities able to 
take on new graduate programs, two universities were 
chosen- the University of Sao Paulo and the Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro. Senior professors at each 
university ccmnitted themselves to providing adminis
trative support and, in sane cases, scientific support to 
elements of the BMzil Chemistry Program. 
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The original program concept aimed for about five 
new research groups to be set up at the university in 
Sao Paulo, and five in Rio de Janeiro. After five to ten 
years, it was expected that the research programs �uld 
be self-sustaining and could continue with Brazilian 
faculty and support alone. It was understood that about 
seven years would be needed to begin producing Ph. D. s 
on a regular basis; one or � years would be required 
to get new laboratories in full operation, and four to 
five years for the normal cycle of graduate study, re
search and publication of results. 

Thus, the basic program design -- the experimental 
JWdel -- was laid out as srown in figure 1. Senior 
Brazilian and Anerican chemists supervised the program 
and supported it administratively and scientifically. 
The principal operational support came fran a staff 
coordinator in the NAS and a COW'lterpart in the CNPq. 
Young American Ph. D. s -- NAS Overseas Research Fellows 
-- were recruited and placed in the � Brezilian uni
versities for � to three years to establish research 
and teaching in selected topics of chemistry. Brezilian 
graduate students were the targets and recipients of the 
progr'BJil activities and represented potential new ln.unan 
resources in chemistry for the country. (In sane cases, 
Brezilian students also came to the U.S. for specialized 
training. ) The entire program structure was supported 
by a canbination of Brezilian and American dono!'S, both 
governnental and private. 

The senior American chemists serving as panel mem
bers were expected to be active participants in the 
program. It was plarmed that they �uld travel to Brazil 
several times a year to visit the elements of the pro
gr'BJil to which they were assigned, advise on research and 
teaching problens, and give lectures and seminars . (Other 
visiting lecturers also were incorporated into the pro
gr'BJil. ) Addi tiona.lly, the American panelists were expect
ed to serve as sponsors or pa'b:'Ons for the NAS Fellows. 
They would help recruit and select the Fellows, provide 
�king advice and guidance, and also try to be helpful 
to the Fellows in their search for a U.S. position at 
the erx:l of their service in the program. 
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In sane instances, senior B:rezilian �fessors visit
ed the U. S. to interview �spective NAS Fellows and help 
in their selection. The �spective Fellows also made an 
orientation visit to B:rezil before ccmnitti.ng themselves 
to the �gr'BJil. 
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Figure 1 BRAZIL Oi!MIS'IRY PROGRAM STROC'lURE 

Bnuilian Program Support 

CNPq 

Ministry of Education an:! Camdttee 
for l!!Provenent of University 
Personnel (CAPES) 

Federal University of Rio de Janeiro 

Bnuilian National Developnent Bank 
(BND) 

FUnd for Special Studies an:! 
Projects (FINEP) 

Sao Paulo Foorxlation for the Support 
of Science (FAPESP) 

Brazilian Panelists 

OO'g Staff Coordinator 

U.S. Program Support 

Agercy for International Developnent 
(AID) 

National Science FOW'ldation (NSF) 

Alfred P. Sloan FOW'ldation 

Amerson FOW'ldation 

Atlantic Richfield Foorxlation 

E. I. du Pont de Nem:lurs i Canpany, Inc. 

Atlantic Pettoleum Canpany of Brazil 

U.S. Panelists 

Visiting Lecturers 

NAS Staff Coordinator 

NAS FELlDWS - - - - - - - - r - - - ----

Bnuilian Graduate Students 

7
-
-t-- � 

Universities Governnent 
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PROGRAM INPUTS AND OU'I'Pl1l'S 

In November 1973, an assessment of the Brazil Chem
istry Program by Brazilian and Amer-ican participants led 
to a decision that satisfactory progress W!I.S being made 
and that an::>ther �years would be needed beyond the 
initial five-year phase in oroer to fulfill pi'Og['aDl 
objectives. 

During the seven-year life of the joint program, 
substantial inputs wei'e made in DDney, facilities, and 
equipnent, and in the time and effort of participants. 
It is est:ima.ted that an investment equal to about 2. 6 
million ool.lai's came both fran Brazilian sources (about 
1.5 million), and fran Amer-ican sources (about 1.1 mil
lion). The program partic:ipants included 31 Brazilian 
and American panel members, a program cooroina.tor on each 
side, 18 visiting lecturers, 17 NAS Fellows, and about 
106 Brazilian graduate students. 

The seventeen men and w::men wh:> served as NAS Fellows 
"Were a key element of the program. They were the agents 
for transferring Jcmwledge and techniques related to the 
target areas of research and teaching. Their ability to 
transfer their kmwledge and experience depended greatly 
on their capacity to adjust to a different culture, 
different educational system, and different university 
pattern of organization and control. 

The Fellows received salaries that were based roughly 
on the equivalent pay for beginning Assistant Professors 
at U. S. universities. Married Fellows received extra 
allowances for dependents and scbx>l expenses. Certain 
additional allowances were paid to Fellows for Portuguese 
language lessons and other expenses, including page costs 
for publication of papers in scientific journals. 
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The range of individual service in Brazil for the 
Fellows was from 15 DDnths to 40 DDnths, with an average 
stay of 28 DDnths. The Fellows contributed to the pro
gram a total of 481 JJDnths in Brazil, or just over 40 
person years. 

Am:>ng the sixteen U.S. panelists for the program, 
the average length of panel service was 5 1/2 years, a 
figure that indicates good continuity. Because of 
differing responsibilities and needs within the various 
projects of the Chemistry Program, the time that U.S. 
panel members spent in Brazil or on related matters in 
the U. S. varied considerebly. If one assumes that each 
panel member spent an average of 20 days per year on 
activities for the program (including correspondence 
and calls and meetings in the U. S. ) , then about 300 
weeks, or slightly JJDre than six person years were 
contributed by u.s. panel members, who served without 
canpensation. (Travel and per dien expenses were, of 
course, provided to panel members when travelling on pro
gram business.) 

The sixteen Brazilian panel members also made a very 
substantial contribution of time and energy to the pro
gram, but it is impractical to estimate the time involved 
because so mmy program related activities were inextri
cably involved with nornal university and departmental 
efforts. 

Active administrative support was given to the pro
gram by the Staff Coordi.antors in the NAS and CNPq. For 
about the first two years of the program, the NAS coordi
nator worked full time on program related matters, and 
was assigned to the program for 5Q-75 percent of his time 
during the remaining years. He was helped by a staff 
assistant. The responsibilities of the coordina tor--
w:OO travelled to Brazil regularly -- ranged over the w:OOle 
spect:run of the program, from fwn-raising, to liaison 
with Brazilian aut::oori ties, to personal counseling of NAS 
Fellows. His role was critical-- the cement that helped 
:OOld together the mmy elements of the program. The CNPq 
staff coordinator provided valuable administrative support 
and devoted over half his time to program matters. 
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The financial costs of the program are difficult to 
analyze. The $2.6 million contl"'ihlted fran Brazilian 
and U.S. SOUI'Ces supported the special costs of the Brazil 
Chemistry Program, including support for the NAS Fellows, 
travel arxl daily expenses of U.S. panelists, NAS staff 
costs, certain items of equipnent, arxl small purchases 
of inported chemicals arxl reagents needed for research in 
the program. Not incl\ded in the $2.6 million were major 
items such as costs of Brazilian faculty salaries, ovf!!r'
head for l.abore.tories, or support for the graduate stu
dents (except for a few small stipends) . 

Fran the inception of the program in late 1969, joint 
projects were eventually established at the Federal Uni
versity of Rio de Janeiro in polymers, ph::>tochemistry, 
x-ray crystallography, and biochemistry, arxl at the Uni
versity of Sao Paulo in electron scattering, ion cyclo
tron resonance, ph::>tochemi.stry, organic and inorganic 
synthesis, and electro-analytical chemistry. 

Examining the seven-year lifetime of the joint pro
gram, certain figures give sane sense of the results 
obtained fran the projects just described. Fran September 
1969 through October 1976, 76 gradUate degrees -- 60 
M.Sc. an::l 16 Ph.D. -- were awarded to students in the 
program. Over the same period of time, research groups 
produced a considerable nunber of papers: 99 papers 
were published in international journals and 11 in 
national journals, while 34 papers were presented at 
international meetings an::l 17 5 at national meetings. One 
research group obtained two patents. 

At the time of the assessment visit in late 1978, 
nine chemistry projects established through the program 
were still in operation, six at Sao Paulo, an::l three at 
Rio de Janeiro. Since the end of the joint program in 
1976, 18 M. Sc. and 10 Ph.D. degrees have been awarded in 
these projects, and numei'OUs papers have been published. 
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RESULTS OF '!HE EXPERIMENT: GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

In the introduction to this report , the broad objec
tives of the program were listed: a)  the developnent of 
Brazilian research capability in certain fields of chem
istry; arxl b) the st.imula.tion of long-term cooperative 
research collaboration in chenistry between Brazilian and 
American scientists. The principal mechanism to achieve 
these objectives was the involvenent of young U. S. scien
tists in scientific �rk in Brazil. 

1m assessment of whether or not the program achieved 
its main objectives produces an answer that is "yes. " but 
with qualifications. This section gives some of the � 
pressions arxl observations of the assessment team, arxl 
notes a number of the lessons that have emerged fran the 
experience of the program 

In reviewing the history of the program, one is 
struck by the sp:irit of collaboration arxl friendship that 
has prevailed aJOOng the institutions arxl individuals in 
the � countries concerned. Despite the boldness of the 
concept arxl the canplexity of its realization, the pro
gram was established rather quickly and proceeded without 
major catastrophes or disagreements on basic principles. 
For the Brazilian and American participants, the program 
has been a highly positive experience in international 
cooperation. 

Brazilian research capability was, in fact, developed 
in rost of the target fields of chemistry. Most of the 
projects have continued since the fonnal. end of the pro
gram, and sane of the projects are being led by chemists 
woo were graduate students in the Brazil Chemistry Pro
gram. The majority of the graduate students woo received 
Ph.D. s have taken university positions; thus the:ir re
search arxl teaching will multiply the effect of the 
original program. 

Inherent in the process of introducing new fields of 
chemistry research in Brazil, was the introduction of new 
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methods of teaching, learning, and addressing scientific 
�blems. Moreover, the exposure to U.S. panelists and 
visiting lecturers added a valuable international dimen
sion to the educational experience of Brezilian graduate 
students and the �fessional experience of Brezilian 
faculty, while also �viding useful new contacts and 
insights to the visitors. 

In a m::>re tangible vein , m::>st Brezilian participants 
agree that the program served a valuable purpose in st:inu
lating greater exchange and cooperation aJIDI'lg faculty 
members in the host chemistry departments, including 
faculty who were not directly involved with the program. 
This was partly because of the interest created by new 
lines of research work, partly because of the backgrourrl 
and training of NAS Fellows, and partly because of the 
possibilities for sharing new equipnent or learning new 
techniques. A further practical benefit was that the 
bilateral nature of the program and the involvement of 
both distinguished Brezilian and American scientists 
created a heightened awareness of the needs of chemistry 
in Brezil and �ided a credibility that was useful in 
generating new levels and sources of research support 
within Brezil. 

Although large numbers were not involved, the� 
gram mechanism enabled a group of able young American 
chemists to becane deeply involved in Brezil' s scientific 
work. While the �fessional experience of the NAS Fel
lows in Brezil varied considerably, in retrospect they 
are nearly unanim::>us in their affirmation of the personal 
satisfaction and benefit they received fi'CIIl the �gram. 
Three of the Fellows stayed in Brezil in university posi
tions after their service in the �gram was canpleted. 

Certain aspects of the program, :OOWever, developed 
in unexpected directions or represented difficulties that 
were never satisfactorily resolved. The following para
graphs outline sane of the major concerns and �blems. 

As a general concern, Brezilian chemists feel that 
the support for chemistry in Brazil has declined sane
what in the last three years, largely as a result of 
national ecoiXJDic perturbations resulting fi'CIIl increases 
in the price of :i.qx>rted oil and accanpanying inflation. 
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A m.unber of good teclmicians in chemistry departments 
have been lost because university pay is not keeping pace 
with that in other sectors; as a result, maintenance and 
repair problems have rounted for equipnent and instrlmlents. 

A further consequence of declining support for Bre
zilian chemistry has been difficulty in supporting on
going exchange between Brezilian and U. S. scientists; 
the second major objective of the chemistry program, 
therefore, has not been adequately met. Although cheni.sts 
on both sides have expressed regr-et that this has been 
the case, and have reaffinned their positive desire to 
be part of efforts at continuing cooperation, little 
financial support for this purpose has been fartl'aming 
fran ei tl"er country. 

Some of the Brezilian participants feel that the 
joint program was terminated too abruptly. Special fund
ing, special logistical and equipnent support, and access 
to distinguished foreign scientists ended suddenly, crea
ting certain disruptions in the ongoing projects. A 
mre gradual phaseout might have been helpful. 

A few Brezilian participants have also expressed the 
view that the special conditions of the program nay have 
Cl'eated an unrealistic environnent for the graduate 
students. They fear that the students may not be well 
equipped to cope with the realities of slxrtages of 
funds, lack of up-to-date equipnent, or difficulties in 
obtaining spare parts or chemicals that face many chemists 
in local l.aboratories. 

As might be expected in a canplex program with various 
sponsors and participating institutions, a variety of 
operational and administnltive problems arose fn:m time 
to time. On another level, clear nutual understanding 
was sanetimes lacking concerning the roles of different 
participants. For example, was the senior U. S. professor 
primarily a �king colleague of his Brazilian counter
part, a research consultant, a recruiter and counselor 
of Fellows, or a visiting lecturer? Was the overseas 
Fellow primarily a postdoctoral Fellow, an independent 
research investigator, or a full faculty menber in the 
Brezilian university? The role of the Brazilian and U. S. 
staff coordinators in seeking resolution of such matters 
was :iniispensable. 
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A specific problem related to special conditions of 
the program was the :i.Jiq;x>rt of chemicals an:i spare parts 
needed in the research projects. Brazil's :i.Jiq;x>rt regu
lations made it very canplicated, time-consuming an:i fre
quently impossible to obtain certain items which were 
unavailable in Brazil but essential for the research. A 
special administrative and logistical mechanism finally 
was devised that enabled NAS staff members to order 
needed supplies and send them to Brazil with mi.rrlnrum 
delay. This mechanism was used only for the Brazil Chem
istry Program, bJwever, an:i everyone concerned acknowledged 
that a permanent solution was required for the broader 
problem of availability an:i :i.Jiq;x>rt of essential scienti
fic supplies. Unfortunately, the problem still exists 
an:i the Brazilian chemists wb:> were active in the program 
feel that their present w:>rk has been hindered by the 
delays encountered since the special :i.Jiq;x>rt mechanism of 
the program carne to an end. 

A ru.unber of the original plarm.ers an:i organizers of 
the Brazil Chemistry Program b:>ped that its jmpact on the 
chemical industry might be considerable. The :impact seems 
to have been slight, however. One basic reason is that 
the relatively littleR & D done by local canpan:ies tends 
to be fairly unsophisticated, while the large rnul.tina• 
tional companies with Brazilian operations do most of their 
research abroad. FurthermJre, job opportunities in the 
Brazilian chemical industry are not very attractive for 
chemists with advanced degrees. The canpanies primarily 
hire B. So. chemists, most of wh:m eventually gravitate 
tO!r.BI'ds operations or administration. 
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RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT: LESSONS LFARNED 

In addition to the general observations that were 
discussed in the preceding paragraphs, a rnunber of specific 
conclusions can be drawn fran the experience of the Chem
istry Program. The conclusions offer useful guidelines 
for establishing future programs that use the same gen
eral m::xiel. 

1. Strong educational institutions should be in
volved in the host country as the focal points for the 
pl"'graJJl' s graduate research and teaching. Good existing 
graduate programs with strong faculties and adequate 
research facilities are essential for the successful 
introduction of new lines of research. A progrem along 
the lines of the Brazilian JOOdel can accelerate progress 
or introduce new lines of work, rut it cannot be effec
tive in a department that nust be wilt fran the ground 
up. 

2. To the extent that programs can be linked to 
national developnent needs, support and interest are 
likely to be strunger. Programs of this type , require 
significant financial inputs and a degree of extraordinary 
administrative support and flexibility. Thus, a percep
tion that a program will have certain direct benefits to 
national developnent and will not merely represent aca
demic or theoretical interests is important. 

3. If progrems are to be successful, the host coun
try ocmni 1lnent needs to be long-range. Research efforts, 
the trcrlning of students, and tie wilding of insti tu
tional and personal relationships between countries take 
time. M::Jreover, ongoing support is needed to ensure that 
the students trained in special programs are given re
levant work opportunities. For example, a rn.unber of 
participants in the Brazil pl"'graJJl suggested that it 
� have been useful if students could have taken a 
certain amunt of basic equipnent with than after 
finishing graduate work in OI'der to continue their research 
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in their new locations. It would also be helpful if rood
est starter grants were available to help former graduate 
students keep their research active. 

4. Related to the need for long-range catmitment is 
the �e of a gradual transition at the end of a 
program. Access to funds, supplies and equipnent slx>uld 
mt be tenn:inated so abruptly that research tNOrk suffers, 
nor should program participants be made to feel that 
their tNOrk is m longer important or useful. 

5. Basic administrative and technical support is 
essential to the SllYJOth operation of a program, and 
support needs and services slx>uld be carefully considered 
in advance. The introduction of unfamiliar equipnent and 
lines of research creates special demands for maintenance 
and repair, spare parts, and chemicals. If these suppor
ting services ai'e unavailable or can be obtained only 
with delays and difficulties, the attainnent of program 
objectives will be delayed. Similarly, the introduction 
-- literally -- of foreign bodies into an existing system 
such as a university will create special administrative 
demands related to salaries, rousing and a wide I'al'lge of 
persooal and professional matters. 

6. Clear understandings shwld be reached at the 
onset of a program with regard to the roles of various 
participants such as the Fellows, the senior panel mem
bers fnm the participating countries, and the program 
coordinators . The role of the visiting senior professors 
should be defined , for example, so that their research 
and teaching experience will be used effectively and they 
will mt simply becane "trouble srooters" for the Fellows. 
The relationship of Fellows to local faculty and graduate 
students, their status in the university, and their degree 
of ref31X>nsibility for research and teaching all need to 
be carefully defined. Within the larger context of the 
total program, the objectives and expectations of parti
cipating institutions, departments, and individuals need 
to be considered, and canpatible arrangements agreed upon, 
before projects ai'e initiated. 

7. Having a projected time limitation for joint 
participation was an important concept for the Brazil 
Chemistry Program. Both for oost country and foreign 
participants, the realization that the t:ime available is 
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limited and that the projects will ultimately be the full 
responsibility of local institutions is good discipline. 

Fran the outset, it was clear that full developnent 
of new chenistcy l.a.boratories and production of Ph.D. s 
would take seven to ten years. Several participants have 
suggested that seven years seemed to be a very appropriate 
initial target for the binational aspect of the progrem; 
it was of sufficient length to offer the possibility of 
sustained effort, yet mt so long that a certain sense of 
urgency was lost. M:>reover, it was agreed that a th:m>ugh 
review of the program would take place at the em. of five 
years; had a decision been reached that satisfactory pro
gress was not being made, the progrem could have been 
greatly JOOdified or erxied. 

8. Continuity of effort is of the greatest � 
tance to individual projects in a program; in particular, 
the orderly succession of Fellows is critical when local 
institutions have camdtted themselves to a project. In 
a few projects in the Brazil program, considerable time 
elapsed fran the termination of one NAS Fellow to the 
assigrment of a replacement, thus causing disruption in 
the research and the work of graduate students. The need 
for continuity is also :important with respect to senior 
foreign professors and the local senior professors. 

9. If possible, the financial support for a program 
srould include provision for ongoing exchange of visits 
and infonna.tion amng fanner progrem participants and 
other scientists in the countries concerned. As mention
ed earlier, one disappointment in the Brazil program has 
been the failure to maintain a very lively exchange be
tween Brazilian and U. S. scientists, largely because of 
a lack of mney to support travel. If l::oth countries 
could provide rather JOOdest annual Sl.DilS for travel grants, 
the impact of the program could be greatly exterxied and 
JJUl.tiplied. 

10. A useful adjunct to the basic program nrxlel may 
be to provide for certain gt'aduate students wb:> have oc:m
pleted their work to do postdoctoral WQ["k abroad, espec
ially in the l.abo:ra.tories of the senior foreign professors. 
Such an approach will give them an additional enriching 
educational experience, broaden their exposure to inter
national work in their field, create a two-way linkage 
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between the overseas institution and their lxJne base, and 
prepare them to function when they return lane in the 
role once filled by an overseas Fellow, but with the add
ed advantage of intimate knowledge of the local system. 
Similarly, it t«>uld be useful to f:Uxi the means to en
able especially prani.sing greduate students to broaden 
their horizons by attending international scientific 
meetings. 

ll. The fact that the u. s. senior profesSOI'S were 
concentrated in a relatively few institutions was bene
ficial. It was important, of course, that the u. s. 
participants were drawn fran departments of great stature 
in the field of chemistry. Mare than this, however, the 
concentration facilitated ccmmmication aJJDng the U.S. 
participants and created a high visibility fOI" the pro
gram aJJDng their colleagues. This visibility was useful 
as a means of getting opinions on resean:h problems, 
obtaining recannenda.tions fOI" potential NAS Fellows, and 
recruiting visiting lecturers. 

12. The role of the Overseas Research Fellows and 
their performmce on the job are critical to the entire 
program concept. The Fellows IJllSt be ua.ture and sensitive 
in their adjustment to a new culture and �k environnent. 
They IJllSt have sufficient professional l:readth to init:ia.te 
resean:h and train students. Their selection and place
ment, therefOI"e, assume large ptopar:•tions in the overall 
program effOI"t. 

The experience of the Br-azil Chem:i.stry Program dEID:)n
strated the need fOI" careful selection of Fellows - to 
a very great extent, the success of projects was directly 
correlated to the init:ia.tive and adaptability of the in
dividual Fellow. Participants agree that the rost country 
profesSOI" who will �k with the Fellow should play a 
large role in selection and orientation, probably through 
visits to the seming country. The oppartuni. ty fOI" serious 
candidates for the Fellowship to visit Br-azil in advance 
was a further selection mechanisn that is viewed as of 
the greatest iDprtance. 

It is extremely useful if the Overseas Fellow has 
been assoc:ia.ted with the laboratory of the sponsoring 
seniOI" foreign profesSOI". Br>azil:ia.n participants further 
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agreed tlat practical experience in starting research 
projects is a gr:>eat advantage to the Fellows; wit:tx>ut 
this experience, too much time may be w:�.sted by false 
starts or failure to foresee difficulties. 

13. '!he professional standing and job opportunities 
for Overseas Research Fellows upon returning to their 
awn country are matters that deserve special attention. 
Sane Fellows in the Bnlzil progrem felt tlat their �k 
w:�.s little kn:>wn or umerstood in u.s. institutions other 
tlan t:tx>se connected with the progr>am. As a result, a 
substantial percentage of returning Fellows experienced 
considerable difficulty in obtaining a suitable penna
nent job; this problem w:I.B overcane in sane cases only 
by extraordinary efforts by the senior U.S. professors. 
Continuing efforts in providing information about the 
program might help allev:ia.te this problem to sane extent 
while also helping in the recruitment of new Fellows. 
It seems clear, however, that spec:ia.l steps are needed 
in such a program to link prospective employers with the 
Fellows well in advance of the close of their Fellow-
ships. 

14. The roles of senior :tx>st country professors, 
senior foreign professors, and the program coordinators 
in each country are vital. 

The stature of senior :tx>st country professors is 
cruc:ia.l in attracting good graduate students to a project 
and in enlisting the cooperation of other faculty members . 
The stature of the senior foreign professors also is of 
gr:>eat inp:)rtance for several reasons: assoc:ia.tion with 
them can be an :important aid in the recruitment of Fellows; 
their involvement can assist in the raising of fums and 
in attracting support and cooperation fran institutions 
and fran other scientists; and their advice can be an 
:important element in :improving the substance of the re
search efforts carried out through the program. 

The role of program coordinator in each country re
quires a person of tact, detennination, and the ability 
to keep the broad program concept in view, despite the 
distractions of individual project denands. Because of 
the many institutions and individuals involved in a 
program supported by different rudgets and representing 
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a range of mterests that are sanetimes m canpetition, 
it is necessary for one person on each side -- the � 
gram coaroina.tor -- to follow the various situations 
closely, anticipate an:l resolve problems, reinforce 
achievenents, keep all concerned parties informed of the 
progi'aJJl t s status' an:l try to meld diverse mterests mto 
a OCJDJDn purpose. 

15. The program cex>niina.tion m the host country 
srould be centered m an mstitution that can maintain 
a good overview of the various projects an:l provide 
effective cen1ralized support. In Br>azil, the CNPq played 
this role an:l experience deucnstrated the critical :im
�e of such continuity an:l the support it provided 
withfu the government. 

16. A final lesson to be ooted is the need to view 
the program m:xiel as a guideline, but not as a boumary 
that cannot be crossed. Sufficient flexibility should be 
encouraged to take advantage of opportunities that seem 
useful an:l sensible, even tlnlgh they may represent de
partures from the m:xiel. In the Br>azil progrem, for 
example, one or 'b«> situations arose m which highly cap
able young faculty members of Br>azilian universities had 
received training abroad m research lines relevant to 
the program an:l thus they performed the same function as 

the NAS Fellows in other situations. 
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CONCilJSION 

In S1..DJIIIai'Y, the Brazil ChEmistry Program was an 
experiment that provided a great deal of useful informa
tion. The JIOO.el used was sb:>wn to be �kable; new re
search lines in chemistry were implanted, substantial 
numbers of graduate students were trained, papers of 
international quality were published, and the reseai"Ch 
an:l teaching �k in nost of the projects continues. 

�t participants in the Brazil Program agree that 
it is beneficial to train graduate students in Brazil. 
Many also feel that a useful complement to the program 
concept � be to send Brazilians abroad for post
doctoral �k. All agree that continuity of institutions 
and individual participants is :important to the program, 
and that the JIOO.el used will only be effective in rost 
country universities that have existing departmental 
strengths in faculty and in facilities such as laborato
ries, basic equipnent, library, and technical services. 

Experience proved that mre attention needs to be 
given to the concluding stages of such a program . Tech
nical support an:l supplies still rust be easily available 
for ongoing research projects. Starter grants or other 
mechanisms srould be provided so that the products of the 
program -- its graduates -- can transfer their �k to 
new locations. Overseas Research Fellows need special 
help in locating new positions when they return h:ma. 
Provision sl'x>uld be made for travel grants and other de
vices after the program is finished to make possible on
going scientific collaboration anong scientists of the 
participating countries. 

Witrout extensive analysis, the costs of the program 
are difficult to weigh in canparison with alternative 
JIOO.els such as sending Brazilian students abroad for 
graduate �k. During the seven years of the program, 
direct costs totaled about $24,500 per graduate student 
trained. These costs did not reflect nost of the faculty 
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and other educational costs of the participating univer
si ty and chemistry departments. When one considers, hJw
ever, that the cost per student of the Brazil Chemistry 
Progr>am provided certain benefits to the entire depart
ment such as equipnent, visiting senior profesSOI'S and 
lecturers, and capability in new areas of research, then 
the cost does not seem excessive. 

It should be noted that the m:xiel used in Brazil 
does not necessarily apply only to a Western country -

Third World country relationship. Developing countries 
with strong capability in a particular discipline might 
usefully form a linkage with another developing country 
that happens to have relatively less strength in the 
cb>sen field. The so-called "middle tier" developing 
countries might help poorer countries begin graduate 
teaching and basic research in certain topics. These 
kinds of relationships would be very much in the spirit 
of the reccmmendations of the 1978 U.S. Conference on 
Technical Cooperation am::mg Developing Countries (TCOC). 

The Brazil Chemistry Program is a m:xiel that does 
seem applicable for use in other countries and other 
disciplines. Careful planning sb>uld be done, mwever, 
for adaptations appropriate to the particular situations 
of the participating countries. The lessons learned in 
the Brazil program and SI.IIIIJiarized in this report sh:>uld 
be useful in the adaptive process. 

The National .Academy of Sciences is glad to provide 
:ncre detailed infonnation about the Brazil Chemistry 
Program or to answer specific questions. Inquiries sb>uld 
be sent to: 

Board on Science and Technology for 
International Developnent 

Camdssion on International Relations 
National .Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20418 

The participarits in the Brazil program rope that the ex
periment will be useful to other countries and institu
tions, and that it may st:iJJulate interest in new experi
ments in international scientific and technological 
cooperation. 
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